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1
Can one indicate precisely the moment when the figures of the literary
critic Eugen Lovinescu and of the social analyst ªtefan Zeletin were
established, in Romanian scholarship, as the quintessential examples of
ideological “rightness” and intellectual honorability? A positive answer
to this question could alter our general understanding of the pre-communist
intellectual heritage of Romania.
As for Lovinescu, his disciples in the field of literary criticism were
already numerous at the end of the pre-communist period,1 and they did
not avoid to pay homage to the person who had waged, from the first
decade of the twentieth century up to the 1940s, long intellectual wars
against nostalgic traditionalism, and who most energetically claimed a
literature with “urban” overtones and a “modernist” orientation, resonating
with – and openly displaying its inspiration from – the most novel European
trends of artistic experimentation. Still, Lovinescu’s accomplishments in
the related field of social and political thinking were by far not as widely
acclaimed at the time. When his most important work of this kind was
published, in 1924-1926, it raised bitter criticisms from various
ideological2 camps. Presented as a sociological interpretation of the
process of Romanian modernization since the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the impressive three-volumes History of Modern Romanian
Civilization3 was most often accused – by both professional and self-styled
sociologists – for sociological amateurism and naïveté, as well as for
arbitrary intellectual syncretism and emphatic juxtaposition of theories,
ideas, and schools of thought4. Lovinescu’s rejoinders on this side were
never conclusive, and the “hard” social thinkers of the age accordingly
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never accepted him as a fellow member of the profession or as a significant
voice in the discipline.5
Outside this narrower circle, among the various authors who engaged
in the ideological debates of the time, Lovinescu’s ideas did not score
much better either. The few works with a wider historical and comparative
coverage published short before the installation of communism that
claimed – more often than not undeservedly – the status of unbiased
researches into the history of Romanian social and political ideas did
indeed treat him as a significant representative of one major ideological
orientation: together with Zeletin, Lovinescu was already seen as the
thinker who had given the most vocal and efficient argumentation for
modernization on the western model.6 However, this very last intellectual
attitude was either presented, in the same works, as a choice with no
special claims to validity over the rival views of national social, cultural
and political evolution, or dismissed from the standpoint of an indigenist
or third-way conception of development.7
Given the internal and international political constellation of the time,
it is understandable that Lovinescu’s advocacy of westernization,
associated as it was with his avowed appreciation for “old-fashioned”
liberal democracy, did not manage to attract in those years a large
audience, and neither enthusiastic approvals from fellow social and
political writers. Romania was not an exception in the general (Central
and East) European drive to radical right political solutions, of which
radical nationalist rhetoric was a natural ingredient.8 When communism
was installed, the political culture of the right was reigning supreme in
Romania. There was no time for the alternative discourses to recover,
before any kind of free intellectual debate was interdicted. With a host
of followers in literature and literary criticism that managed to maintain
his influence alive even during the decades when his name and works
could not be openly invoked or cited – or had to be used with extensive
precaution –, Eugen Lovinescu was “rediscovered”, together with a large
part of the pre-communist national cultural heritage, in the period of the
(relative) “liberalization” of the regime, starting with the mid 1960s.9 For
obvious reasons, his social-political output – which contained polemical
references to the doctrines of historical materialism – was recovered
more reluctantly than the literary one. Still, this partial recovery was
enough for starting to transform Lovinescu into a genuine “classic” of
Romanian political thinking.
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The posthumous career of Zeletin’s ideas was a bit different. Unlike
Lovinescu, Zeletin was accepted, in the interwar period, as an original
and provocative (however mistaken) social thinker, whose intellectual
constructs – advanced in his two works The Romanian Bourgeoisie (1925)
and Neoliberalism (1927)10 – had to be taken seriously and deserved to
receive careful responses. Although trained as a philosopher, his
credentials as a social analyst were not generally denied, and authors
much better placed institutionally within the (emerging) discipline took
pains to give detailed commentaries of his interventions.11 As his political
ideas resonated much better than Lovinescu’s with the right-wing culture
of the late thirties and forties, Zeletin was even occasionally eulogized
as a giant of Romanian social thinking.12 His professed disciples in the
field were not, however, as numerous as the literary figures who closely
followed Lovinescu. Then, in the first decades of communism, Zeletin –
a much more resolute defender than Lovinescu of the social and economic
arrangements of “bourgeois” Romania – was energetically criticized as
a philosopher of plutocracy.13 The beginning of his “recovery” was due
to the gradual process of reinserting the nationalist dimension into
historiography:14 praising the status quo of the capitalist society, Zeletin
nevertheless presented a positive view of the pre-communist
modernization story. His strivings to de-dramatize the history of the
nineteenth century, and to present it as a success story, fit well with the
widespread ideological strategy of the time which consisted in fusing the
tenets of the nationalist and Marxist historical views, by presenting the
advent of the socialist society as the fulfillment of the entire record of a
centuries-long heroic past – in which the internal emancipation of the
socially exploited classes went hand in hand with the struggles of the
entire nation against encroachments by foreign powers. In the end, Zeletin
joined Lovinescu as a classic of the most “valid” brand of social-political
thinking produced in Romania before 1945.15
It might seem paradoxical that the scholarship produced in the
communist period managed to do for Zeletin and Lovinescu, the two
pre-communist “official” defenders of capitalist modernization, precisely
what the pre-communist scholarship never did in a firm way: namely, to
elevate them to the status of classics. This revaluation of the two
intellectual figures derived in a natural way, however, from the more
general structure of the interpretations provided by the scholarship in
question.
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2
As emerged during the communist years, the dominant way of
presenting the pre-communist period in the history of ideological trends
in Romania consisted in placing them along an axis whose ends were
defined by different pairs of terms whose classificatory meaning was
virtually the same. “Modernism” was opposed to “traditionalism”, in the
same way as “progressive” thinking stood in opposition to the “reactionary”
one, and “rationalist” tendencies were contrasted to the “irrationalist”
philosophical views. The classical dichotomy between “left” and “right”16
was superimposed on these couples of opposite notions. Thinkers who
gravitated towards the first of the two poles – that of the left, of rationalism
and progressivism – were supporters of industrialization and defended
forms of cultural expression with an “urban” resonance. Those who stood
closer to the other pole – that of the right, of irrationalism and of reaction
– promoted a view of economic development based on agriculture, being
at the same time vocal admirers of the cultural universe of the village.
The way the positions along the ideological axis were distributed among
authors and intellectual currents is not difficult to guess. There could be
no doubt, before 1989, which thinkers and ideological tendencies
embodied best the ideas and values associated with left-wing
progressiveness: they were the Marxists, and among them, of course,
especially the communists. Extreme right-wing reaction was embodied
by the obscurantist defenders of tradition, who made use of religion and
of the mystics of the soil as intellectual materials of their theories.
Somewhat more desirable than them were the moderate conservatives,
or the Junimists: although not enthusiasts of industrial modernization,
they were nevertheless content with the parliamentary regime and held
reasonable views of cultural and economic development. The place
immediately to the right of the socialists was being contended, however,
by two categories of authors. Both the “official” modernists and the
populists-peasantists17 presented good credentials for this position on the
“hierarchy” of ideological tendencies. In comparison to the first of them,
the populists were more “democratically” inclined, and therefore had
better claims to be ascribed a place closer to the “left” pole. At the same
time, however, they were skeptical about industrialization, and cherished
the dream of propelling Romania on the path of progress in the framework
of an “agrarian” economy. It was generally accepted, to be sure, that
their agrarian views were motivated by purely “pragmatic” considerations,
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having nothing in common with the “romantic” nostalgia for the village
universe characteristic to the traditionalists of the right. Still, their inability
to understand that industrialization was the unavoidable fate of modern
societies made of them dubious protagonists of modern public life, and
linked them to those trends of thought which were to become most easily
associated with fascism and radical right.
The “modernists” – who spoke in favor of the Liberal Party’s strategy
of modernization – were identified, in the main, with a “liberal” political
view in the generic sense of the term18, being preferred to most of the
other contenders of the ideological spectrum, Indeed, while not scoring
as well as the Marxists when placed on the modernist/rationalist/
progressive – traditionalist/irrationalist/reactionary evaluative axis, the
two “bourgeois” ideologues Lovinescu and Zeletin nevertheless fell on
the good side, when measured with the help of it. They indeed were not
militants for social justice – and neither where they as energetic advocates
of extensive democratization as the agrarian populists and the peasantists
–, but they reasonably qualified as supporters of the constitutional system
and of personal freedom, defending them against the obscurantist forces
of the radical right – comparing well even with the moderate
conservatives on the same ground. While not very far, thus, from the
Marxists, with respect to their political wisdom, they virtually identified
with them with respect to their economic wisdom: supporting
industrialization and urbanization, they pleaded for precisely the
economic structure that the Marxist theory indicates as the only
conceivable basis of progress under the aegis of socialism.
Moreover, the good score obtained by Zeletin and Lovinescu in this
confrontation of ideological symbols was also due to a certain disqualifying
of the available protagonists. Indeed, neither of the thinkers and
ideological currents of the left – the only significant competitors – was
appropriate for a very emphatic consecration as a classic. On the one
hand, both the social democrats and the populists exhibited “revisionist”
interpretations of Marxism19 – as seen from the standpoint of the rigid
historical materialism of the time – that could be perceived, in the end,
as more insidious ideological poisons than the frank bourgeois advocacy
of the Liberal apologists. On the other hand, Lucreþiu Pãtrãºcanu, the
only intellectual representative of the Komintern brand of Marxism in
pre-1945 Romania,20 could never be entirely appropriated by the regime
due to the embarrassing episode of his purging, in the 1950s.21 There was
a void place left, thus, in the very center of the communist ideological
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pantheon, that the official modernists Lovinescu and Zeletin were called
upon to fill.
The kind of scholarship that we referred to above was the soundest
produced in the communist period. It was also of the sort whose ideological
bent resonates best with our post-communist intellectual concerns related
to creating a liberal-democratic order. And this is so because the
revaluation of pre-communist modernism during the period of communism
responded not only to the need to retrospectively criticize interwar fascism,
but also to the (related) need – intensely felt by significant parts of the
intellectual opinion of the time – to oppose the perverse discourse of
chauvinistic nationalism officially promoted by the regime of Nicolae
Ceauºescu.22 As a response to this pressure, there has constituted, at the
time, the intellectual strategy, embraced by a part of the university and
publishing establishment, to look at the pair of interwar “modernists”
Lovinescu and Zeletin as to the perfect antidote against the isolationist
tendencies recurrent in Romanian culture, and to present them, together
with a score of several other figures – of which a large part were disciples
of the former – as both the symbols and the fountainhead of all cultural
attitudes opposed to isolationism, xenophobia, fear of change and rejection
of modernity.
This tendency has only radicalized after 1989. The picture presented
above has been altered in the most representative works of intellectual
history with a wider coverage produced in the post-communist period by
further elevating the “official” modernists to the position of the supreme
instances of “truth” in Romanian culture, this time to the detriment of
their adversaries of both right and left.23 Besides, the general tendency
now has been to expel from the historical account the left-wing component
of the ideological spectrum, as also the social-economic layer of the
ideological debate, by concentrating instead on the genealogy of
Romanian fascism24 and on the trends of anti-western nationalism that
had been incorporated into the nationalist-communist synthesis and its
post-communist avatars.25
Of the types of works that contributed to shaping this argumentative
structure, by far the most significant were those intended not as historical
accounts devoted to various disciplines, but as general – and, as such, by
definition “interdiscipinary” – explorations into the development of
ideological tendencies and intellectual currents. And of the authors who
wrote in this vein, it goes without saying that the hugely prolific Z. Ornea
stands out as the most important, due not only to his massive output, but
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also to the documentary soundness, coherence, clarity and literary value
of his works. Trained as a sociologist but cohabitating, for the longest
part of his career, with the community of the literary historians, this author
came closest of all exegetes of Romanian culture to offering a global
investigation of the interrelationship between literary, philosophical,
sociological and economic ideas that confronted and influenced each
other in the intellectual debates of the period 1860-1945. His books of
synthesis give general presentations of Junimism,26 of the vision of cultural
nationalism that developed, before the First World War, around the journal
Sãmãnãtorul,27 of the socialist thought of the same period,28 and of the
left wing agrarian ideology of populism-peasantism.29 The interwar period
– also touched on in the book on peasanism cited above – was approached
by him in a somewhat different manner, being treated in two works
intended to offer general accounts of the intellectual debates in the 1920s
and 1930s, respectively.30 Besides a large amount of articles compiled
in a series of volumes (and of which some were first published as
introductory studies to his many editions of classical texts) and several
biographical works devoted to the figures of T. Maiorescu, C.
Dobrogeanu-Gherea and C. Stere – the founding figures of the Junimist,
socialist and populist intellectual currents respectively – he approached
the social, economical and political ideas of the hardly classifiable thinker
A. D. Xenopol.31
In order to comprehend how Ornea’s ideas – symptomatic, as already
said, for a large part of the Romanian scholarship – changed after the
demise of communism, a comparison between the two books devoted to
1920s and 1930s is very enlightening. What it shows is that he did not
significantly modify his general framework of interpretation. As expected,
the major revisions appeared in the treatment of Marxist thinking: while
before 1989 the socialist and communist authors stood as the best
embodiment of progressive and “modernist” ideas, with the official
“modernists” Zeletin and Lovinescu and the populists/peasantists
occupying the position next to the right of them, now Zeletin and Lovinescu
started to be celebrated, without any qualifications, as both “liberal”
thinkers and the only cogent analysts of modernization. In more general
terms, while the blame put on the intellectual currents of the reactionary
or radical right was maintained, the left-wing ideas were depreciated –
as compared to the previous works –, with a corresponding revaluation of
the “liberal” center. Unfortunately, this re-positioning of cultural symbols
was accompanied by a very visible tendency to avoid approaching some
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topics that would have required extensive interpretative revisions, and
by thus dropping out of the historical account large sections of the historical
record of intellectual history. Indeed, while Tradiþionalism ºi modernitate
is broad and ambitious in scope, paying equal attention to social-economic
as well as to literary-philosophical debates, and trying to present a
complete picture of the intellectual concerns and intellectual trends of
the age, Anii treizeci is quite narrowly focused on the rise of the extreme
right and on the reactions this phenomenon raised among the thinkers of
a different orientation. Marxist authors do not feature al all as protagonists
of the book, the peasantists are also left aside, social-economic issues
are neglected. The general impression one gets, after this comparison, is
that Ornea – together with his fellow Romanian researchers – avoided to
make the effort to re-comprehend, in post-communist terms, the problems
connected with the sociological and economic component of the
pre-communist doctrines and ideological currents, as well as to discover
a new, post-totalitarian “language”, fit for presenting the vagaries of the
Romanian left.

3
To contend the need of revising a cultural canon is certainly a
far-reaching and risky enterprise. Yet, the present article advances the
idea that such a reconfiguration of the canon described above in broad
outline is needed, and derives inescapably from adopting a perspective
on the field which yields into disclosing certain elements of it that have
constantly been missed from the previous historical pictures. The field of
our research is represented by the entire record of thinking on
modernization, national identity and political programs voiced in the
period comprised between the publication by Titu Maiorescu in 1868 of
his seminal article “Against the present direction in Romanian culture”32
– that inaugurated a new mode of discussing the problems connected
with the adjustment of the local society to the embracing modern
civilization – and the last occurrences of free intellectual exchanges
before the installation of the official communist discourse in 1947.33 And
the new perspective that we vindicate rests on the demand to highlight a
central thread running through all such debates of the time: namely, the
ideological struggle waged over the issue of assessing the performances
of the political establishment in charge of the modernizing policies.
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In other words, we vindicate the need to grasp the interconnection
between two types of theories that have most often developed hand in
hand, but whose histories have tended to be told separately. The first of
these intellectual debates was concerned with the character of the
Romanian political establishment, and of the society over which it ruled.
The second of them was concerned with the relationship between this
society and the larger world – or, in other words, the relationship between
Romanian society and modern western civilization. Faced with the
challenge of modernization on the western model, Romanian intellectuals
debated the prospects of westernization and at the same time assessed
the behavior of the modernizing elite. They spoke about the danger that
the national culture might be dissolved under the impact of foreign
influences, while at the same time blaming the ruling strata for the wrong
way the process of cultural importations was being conducted. They
discussed about the effects that the spread of western capitalist market
had on local peasant economy, criticizing the indigenous economic elite
for its role as an agent of global capitalism. They despaired over the bad
prospects of development of the national industry, condemning the
dominant classes for their wrong approach to the objective of
industrialization. We claim that, in order to be more historically sensitive,
the proper target of our historical account has to be the connection between
the narrower critique of the elite and the larger topics of social and cultural
criticism, those concerned with the adjustment of a backward society to
the modern world.
To be sure, several more “specialized” debates were involved in this
ideological conversation. Genuine or self-styled experts made technical
analyses and offered technical solutions for the problems of industry or
agriculture; constitutional jurists studied the functioning of the institutions
and the legal system; the specialists of the field, and virtually everybody
besides them, debated the right balance that had to be observed, in
literature and art, between foreign fashions and national traditions. There
is no question to follow all these debates in detail. As in the larger research
of which the present piece is a part,34 our focus is put, first, on those
authors, texts and intellectual currents in which we can identify a general
characterization of the political system, in terms of its peculiarities by
comparison to the developed countries of the West – which were taken,
by the theorists in question, as a model of “normal” development; and,
second, on the most general conceptions regarding the issue of national
identity and the patterns of social-economic development. We intend to
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set the debate about the ruling “oligarchy” against the background of the
larger debate about modernization and models of development. Or, in
other words, we take a new look at the debate about Romanian
developmental peculiarities, by focusing on the narrower debate about
who was responsible – and to what extent – for all the features of
“peripheral” development.
The conversation reconstructed in this way is interesting not only for
the historian of the process of modernization, but also from the standpoint
of a more “regular” political history of Romania. Besides their (relative)
intellectual sophistication, the topics involved in it were the ones most
hotly and intensely debated in the country during that period, constituting
the privileged ideological references for parties and political groups, and
marking the dividing lines between contending political factions.
Romanian intellectuals spoke about many things during these decades;
they actually debated, however, only over a limited number of them. If
we accept that the task of the historian of political ideas is to engage
into a “wide-ranging investigation of the changing political languages in
which societies talk to “themselves”,35 then we claim that the path of
research indicated above can best help us to understand the way this
self-examination of Romanian society proceeded, from the time of the
foundation of the political regime of constitutional monarchy, in the
1860s, up to the installation of communism. In other words, we think that
precisely by studying the relationship between the debate on
modernization, the discussion on domestic political issues in terms of a
general characterization of the political system, and the political values
adopted by various authors, one can better grasp the “core” issues, ideas
and concepts around which the ideological orientations were built, in
Romania, in the period under coverage, and better identify “what was
actually discussed” by influential intellectual groups in a country where
the most recurrent, intensely debated and politically relevant topics that
feature in the public discourses tend to differ from those prevailing in the
West.36
Because domestic political issues were debated – at a more elevated
level – in terms of the modernizing performances of the ruling elite, and
because political projects were advocated by reference to the failures of
modernization, we consider that we are justified in using such terms as
“social criticism” and “political thinking” as interchangeable, in order to
refer to the ideological trends in view. “Political theory” in a more
technical sense of the term – that is, the type of inquiry into political
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values and norms that goes under this name in the standard works of
western intellectual history – was of a lesser importance in Romania at
the time. As in all countries of “belated modernization”, westernization
was perceived as the most pressing intellectual challenge, and political
matters were accordingly discussed primarily in relation to the urgencies
of social-economic reform, or of the building or conservation of the national
culture, and not by reference to abstract philosophical principles.
It does not follow from this that intellectual concerns that can more
easily be included under the rubric of “political theory” were completely
absent at the time. Sometimes they were openly exhibited, but most
often, they were inscribed in the texture of social and cultural criticism
of the kind we have spoken about so far. Moreover, philosophical options
were to a great extent determined by the more fundamental options made
by the respective authors, within the range of the interconnected debates
on modernization and the modernizing elite. A further task of our approach
is, correspondingly, that of better disclosing the properly political views
held by the authors in question.
This last kind of research is actually the one whose need has most
intensely been felt in the post-communist period. The exit from
totalitarianism and the attempt to erect – or resurrect – a liberal-democratic
political regime has been accompanied by the search for an indigenous
tradition of liberal-democratic thought. There has emerged a widespread
opinion that the importation of recent theories from abroad is to be joined
by the effort to “sanitize” the heritage of Romanian political thought,
and to sharply dissociate between those elements that can be
accommodated with a desirable political system – contributing as such
to creating a political culture propitious to it – and those that are
unpropitious for the project of political reform. We think that it is precisely
our more detailed anatomy and more careful classification of the
ideological trends that can help us to better characterize the political
conceptions of the pre-communist thinkers, and eventually to identify
intellectual alternatives that have hitherto been neglected.

4
The labels under which the protagonists of the first of the two
ideological struggles referred to above – that on modernization in abstract
terms – were placed are common to the history of most countries in the
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area.37 From the “right”, various brands of “conservatives” and indigenist
nationalists condemned the rapid introduction of western institutions and
practices, on the view that they had broken the course of “natural” or
“organic” social evolution.38 From the “left”, socialists and populists
criticized labor relationships in agriculture and the inefficiency of the
industrial sector.39 A “traditionalist” component was openly present in
all these intellectual currents except socialism, while it was sometimes
argued at the time that this last one also displayed a strange tendency of
longing nostalgically for the traditional ways.40 Finally, there existed, of
course, a trend of “official” westernism or “bourgeois” modernism, which
met the challenge of the contestations from both right and left, offering
retrospective and prospective justifications for the advance of modernity
to the detriment of the traditional world – as well as for the continuation
of the modernization processes under the aegis of a non-socialist political
regime.
When we look, next, at the second of our inter-related ideological
debates – the one on the modernizing elite –, we can notice that the
contending camps were still more sharply separated. It emerges that,
from very early on, a part of the political spectrum was targeted by various
social critics as constituting the “core” of the ruling elite, and started to
be identified with it in general terms. More precisely, the Liberal Party,
officially founded in 1875,41 but whose antecedents went back as far as
the period of the “preparation” for the revolution of 1848 – and itself
grouped around the powerful Brãtianu family –, was taken to embody a
certain approach to modernization, inaugurated in the first half of the
nineteenth century and never abandoned – so the argument went – by
the Romanian establishment. Before 1918, the Liberals were attacked
from right and left, by critics placed on different layers of society and
using arguments of various sorts – but whose ideological orientations can
be classified under the four rubrics of (Junimist) “conservatism”,
(autochtonist) “nationalism”, “socialism” and “populism”. The
Conservative Party, founded in 1880 but having older historical
antecedents, was considered, by the representatives of the last three
ideological trends, as sharing with the Liberals the guilt for the failures of
modernization and for the unjust structure of society. Still, they all agreed
that, as the fortunes of the Conservatives had never stopped to decrease
to the benefit of the other party of the “oligarchy”, a sound social analysis
had to concentrate on the constitutive principles and the functioning of
the Liberal establishment.
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After the First World War, this criticism of the Liberal-dominated
oligarchy42 was met by arguments meant to offer a defense of it. They
gave rise, in their turn, to reinforcements of the arguments provided by
the old schools of social-political thinking, and to new types of criticism.
The ideological spectrum was modified, partly under the influence of
wider European trends of thought.43 The conservative school virtually
disappeared as a significant voice – although we can follow its survival
in the works of an individual author from the old generation, Constantin
Rãdulescu-Motru.44 Autochtonist nationalism gradually adopted the
political stance of the radical right, being appropriated, in the end, by
fascism. Populism was rejuvenated as peasantism. The socialism
movement split into social democracy and communism, each of them
with a peculiar intellectual discourse. Corporatist ideas gained ground,
one of the representatives of this doctrine – Mihail Manoilescu – eventually
becoming a figure of European and world notoriety.45
Before 1918, skepticism towards westernization was deeply
interconnected with the criticism of the Liberal Party, as the main agent
of westernization. Anti-Liberal arguments acquired a specific traditionalist
resonance, while traditionalism came to be associated with a negative
stance towards the Liberals. This is why the pro-Liberal arguments that
developed, after 1918, in response to the previous social criticism – being
associated mainly with the figures of Lovinescu and Zeletin –, spoke the
language of modernism and anti-traditionalism, while the westernist ideas
embraced by the same thinkers came to be seen as inseparable from
their pro-Liberal apologetics. The two types of argumentation – in favor
of westernization and in praise of the westernizing practices of the Liberal
elite – are so strongly linked in the works of Lovinescu and Zeletin that
we came to look at the connection between them as to a matter of
logical necessity. As modernizing skepticism – together with socialist
criticism – was intimately linked with targeting the oligarchy for the
failures of modernization and for the mistaken way the predicament of
adopting the western model was approached in Romania, so modernizing
optimism came to be epitomized by authors, like Lovinescu and Zeletin,
who tightly associated a modernist stance with an apology of the same
oligarchy, systematically defending it against all previous criticism. This
last intellectual attitude has been considered, as such, as the only form
in which bourgeois modernism was voiced in pre-communist Romania.
Against this widely shared view, we argue that, alongside the
anti-traditionalist and anti-Marxist authors that subscribed to the
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mainstream social-political developments, offering a rationalization for
them, in the vein of Lovinescu and Zeletin, there could be heard at the
time some voices that have subsequently been forgotten and missed from
the record of intellectual history: a score of political authors who conjoined
a vocal opposition to nationalist traditionalist and anti-western cultural
trends, and a critical departure from the Marxist designs, with a no less
resolute criticism of the mainstream politics, considered as the root of
social distortions and as the cause of political extremism of right and
left. We set out to recover and sharply characterize this family of thinkers,
by placing it on the ideological map of the time. Before proceeding with
this, however, we shall first have to take a brief look at the inner logic of
both the arguments leveled by the “critical culture”46 against the
establishment and those provided by Lovinescu and Zeletin in its defense.

5
The main blame put by the different political writers on the Romanian
ruling stratum was the fact that it was not true to its professed
self-definition. The elite of the Liberal Party recommended itself as the
representative of a bourgeois middle class, the main agent of global
capitalism in Romania, with the mission of propelling the country on the
path of development characteristic to modern societies. In fact, the social
critics argued, the members of the political establishment were only the
representatives of a class of bureaucrats, making their living on the spoils
of the state, and manipulating the state apparatus to their own benefit.
The principle of social cohesion of the elite was not given by the role its
members played in the economic process, but by the position they
occupied within the state structure. Moreover, to the extent that they did
play an economic role at all, this one was dependent on their entrenched
political power. The industry they manned was not a genuine one – able
to survive by the sheer mechanisms of the free market – but an artificial
one, kept alive by protectionist policies and state subsidies. And the
agrarian economy largely dominated by the same class of false bourgeois
and state functionaries was a semi-feudal one, particular mixture of
medieval and modern elements. The peasants, laboring under economic
and legal conditions that brought together both feudal serfdom and
capitalism, but with none of their benefits, had to bear on their shoulders
the heavy state apparatus, fashioned on the model of the western states,
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but superimposed on a primitive society and a feeble economy. The
fiscal system functioned in such a way as to systematically drive away
the national wealth from the society at large, and to direct it to the small
bureaucratic oligarchy and to the nascent faked industry created to its
sole benefit.
A virtual “sociological theory” about the hidden character of the
Romanian “oligarchy” was put forward, thus, by the political authors
belonging to the four ideological camps of the “critical culture”. The
components of this theory did not appear all at once, but entered the
intellectual scene at successive moments. They were present in all
ideological discourses, but not always fully elaborated. They were
sometimes held by authors not entirely conscious of the intellectual
traditions they shared with many of their devoted allies and some of their
avowed ideological rivals. Our historical reconstruction of this overall
view of the Romanian state and society has to proceed, therefore, through
a careful identification and gathering together of small pieces of theory
and intellectual building blocks spread across various utterances belonging
to all parts of the ideological spectrum. It can only be an exercise in
grasping the “tacit dimension”47 of an age in the intellectual history of
Romania – that is, of the entire welter of assumptions and semi-articulated
ideas and presuppositions, cherished by most of the participants in the
ideological conversation of the time.
When approached in this way, the four “ideologies of opposition” that
criticized the establishment before and after the First World War will
appear as much more unitary on the side of their descriptive sociology
than previous historical accounts have presented them. They diverged
mainly when moving from social analysis to projects of social and political
reform. The alternative models of development they offered were based,
however, on much the same ideas about the existing characteristics of
Romanian society: over-bureaucratization, oligarchic politics, semi-feudal
agriculture and imitative culture – this was the diagnostic of Romanian
society posed, with different accents and by using various terms, by the
social critics that undertook the task of exploring in depth the dilemma
of Romanian modernization. And foremost, there was the overarching
idea that the social and political elite of the time had to be characterized
as neither “feudal” nor “bourgeois”, but rather as a social configuration
with no counterpart in the historical experience of the West, its cohesion
being determined by the participation of its members in the bureaucratic
machine, together with the tendency of the state apparatus itself to act
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as an instrument of income extraction to the exclusive benefit of the
political class.
The intellectual matrix from which the sociological analyses targeting
the oligarchy were derived was the famous theory of “forms without
substance”. The basic idea – first formulated by the conservative Junimists
and their intellectual leader Maiorescu in the article already mentioned
– that Romanian society was evolving in a distorted way, due to the
uncritical grafting of western “forms” onto a society unprepared to sustain,
to assimilate them, or to enable them to function according to their
original (western) design, pervaded the entire intellectual history of
Romania until the Second World War. First formulated by reference to
the problem of cultural imitation, it soon acquired a dimension of social
analysis and criticism. Alongside their vindication of cultural authenticity,
the Junimists claimed a Romanian social order in accordance with its
cultural environment. Condemning the falsification of western ideas in
the Romanian setting, they underscored the social dysfunctions produced
by the demagogical politics that made use of the very same ideas.
Indicating the Liberals as the main representatives of this type of politics,
they sometimes depicted them as naïve enthusiasts of modernization,
and some other times as cynical professionals of the political industry.
While themselves prominent participants in the political game – or at
least members of the “political class”, in the most general sense of the
term –, they were the initiators of a discourse of social criticism that was
to be taken over, later on, by political writers originating from outside
the circle of wealth and power. Turned to more radical uses and infused
with a more “populist” and “democratic” spirit, these ideas, born within
the confines of political conservatism, were to become – after
corresponding re-elaborations – the meeting-ground of social reformers
of all persuasions and the rallying-point of both left-wing and right-wing
revolutionaries.
Disclosing the underlying unity of the critical culture leads us to
question, once again, certain deep-sited tendencies prevalent in the
scholarship on the topic. The point is made, this time, by reference not
only to the Romanian scholarship but also to the foreign literature that
has approached the Romanian and East European pre-communist heritage
of social thought from the standpoint of international “development
studies”, on the view that the East European periphery shared important
structural features with the non-European regions of the world, all of them
evolving on a path of development different from the one followed by
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the West.48 Most of this last kind of scholarship tends to give a good
assessment of the sociological wisdom displayed by left-wing (socialist
and populist) authors,49 but equally to disregard their larger cultural and
ideological setting, and eventually to dismiss as irrelevant the insights
given by their ideological rivals from the right. At the same time, in so
far as it has embarked on the task of advancing evaluative judgments
concerning the old schools of social criticism, Romanian scholarship has
either tended to concur with the same views50 or, to the contrary, it
tended to downplay the “skeptical modernizers”51 in favor of the modernist
apologists – invoking either the former ones’ reactionary leanings52 or
their Marxist heterodoxy.53 Subscribing to the above-mentioned literature
with a development studies perspective in validating the “critical”
sociologists against their “apologetic” rivals, we are led to underline the
fact that the basic recurrent ideas of the “critical culture” were born, in
Romania, within the headquarters of the political right: emerged in the
footsteps of the conservative school of Junimea, they became the common
ground of all ideological orientations. Sometimes conjoined with proposals
of reform and political solutions that certainly look unacceptable with
the hindsight of the twentieth century’s experience, they still encapsulate
an intimate understanding of the predicament of Romanian modernization.

6
Of the pair of classical authors who epitomize the modernist attitude
– and of the score of lesser figures who wrote in the same vein – ªtefan
Zeletin was certainly the one whose works most openly display and most
systematically elaborate a chain of arguments meant to offer an apology
of the modernizing elite. Zeletin’s stance of an ideological defender of
the Liberal Party does not need to be read between the lines. On the
contrary, it is emphatically adopted as an official position, by this author
who stroke one of his commentators as “an unalloyed example of Antonio
Gramsci’s ‘organic intellectual’, providing an elaborate rationalization
of the existing distribution of wealth and power”.54 Zeletin can best be
credited for giving wide currency, in Romanian political parlance, to the
very term “oligarchy”, as a designation of the modernizing establishment
and as the most convenient catchword for cursorily describing its
authoritarian and interventionist policies. Accepting the argument of the
previous social critics that the Romanian oligarchy was something different
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from the western bourgeoisie, Zeletin sets out to offer retrospective
justifications for all these differences. He presents the apparently
non-capitalist behavior of the self-professed Romanian capitalists as the
only possible strategy by which genuine capitalism could have been
introduced to the country, explaining all the other reprehensible features
of the social-political system as unavoidable concomitants of the best
possible long-term approach to westernization, that in the near future
would be recognized by everybody as episodes of the glorious record of
progress. Sometimes, Zeletin’s ambition to offer final refutations to all
the arguments advanced by the “critical culture” borders on paradox,
and we cannot avoid the feeling that he consciously defies our common
sense, by claiming a positive role to horrific social phenomena and to
cynical political maneuverings. In short – and unlike Lovinescu, in whose
case this apologetic dimension stands somehow in the back-stage – Zeletin
writes as an “integral” defender of the Romanian economic, social, and
political elite.
This characterization of Zeletin as a resolute defender of the status
quo can only be reinforced if we take into account the genesis of his
system of thought. As we reconstructed it with another occasion,55 Zeletin’s
intellectual evolution looks very surprising. Indeed, if in The Romanian
Bourgeoisie and Neoliberalism Zeletin speaks as both an apologists of
the Liberal elite and as a devout westernist, it appears that, in previous
pieces with a social and political content, he argued as a kind of
traditionalist and – still more significantly – as a bitter critique of the
same political elite. It seems that, until the very last moment before
launching the series of works in which he formulated a sophisticated
defense of the strategy of westernization followed by the Liberals, Zeletin
was nothing else but one of the host of anti-Liberal social critics. At some
point in his intellectual evolution, he started to build an impressive
rationalization for everything that he had beforehand used to blame as
historical monstrosities. This fact can only shed a revealing light on the
true character of his apology of the Romanian oligarchy.
As the ideas of the “first Zeletin” had derived from his adoption of the
social diagnostic of “forms without substance”, so the system of ideas
that Zeletin developed when embracing the opposite stance is based on
his rejection of the very same social diagnostic. As he now argues, the
description of Romanian society in such terms comes from the fact that
the social analysts of all persuasions cannot discern where to look in
order to perceive the social-economic base that corresponds to the
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institutional imports from the West. They rightly argue that a genuine
parliamentary state with a large bureaucratic apparatus can only be based
on an authentic bourgeois, capitalist society. Comparing local realities
with those prevalent in the West, they conclude that such social-economic
preconditions for organic development are not met in Romania. Hence,
their characterization of Romanian society as a distortion of the western
one. The error of this social diagnostic can be easily disclosed, however,
if we understand that the social and economic realities of a backward
country like Romania have to be compared not with those of the
contemporary West, but with those prevalent in the West centuries before.
Romanian capitalism appears as a sham only if it is measured by the
criteria of nineteenth century western economic life. It compares well,
however, with the economic arrangements of the western European
countries in the age of mercantilism, that is, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The political structure of a parliamentary liberal
state has not been erected, in Romania, on the shallow basis of an agrarian,
feudal economy, but on the firm foundation of a capitalist economy that
is passing through its first stages of evolution. And the modifications that
the nineteenth century political structure imported from the West suffered
in Romania are themselves not arbitrary distortions, but the result of a
necessary effort – and of a spontaneous social reflex – to adapt the state
forms to the economic base.
Zeletin offers justifications, thus, for both the social-economic and
the political deplorable aspects of the Romanian life, which were
condemned by the social critics of the previous decades. They all appear
as nineteenth century approximations of older phenomena recorded by
western history. Romania has not followed an “abnormal” or “monstrous”
path of development, he argues, but only repeated, at a latter time and
in different circumstances, the stages of development previously followed
by the West. He makes this claim not only by reference to Romania, but
also with respect to the category of the “backward” countries generally.
He explicitly takes issue with the idea – clearly formulated in Romania
by the socialist Dobrogeanu-Gherea56 but implicitly accepted by virtually
the entire “critical culture” – that retarded countries are bound to follow
a trajectory of social evolution of their own. There is only one single
succession of developmental stages that a society might take in its
progression from the traditional to the modern world. If a major difference
exists between early and late developing countries, it consists in the fact
that latecomers to modernization advance on the course of evolution at
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a much accelerated pace, occasionally skipping some of its stations.
This intellectual artifice enables Zeletin not only to retrospectively justify
the authoritarian politics, interventionist economy and social misery of
the previous age, but also to offer prospective rationalizations for an
even tighter economic interventionism and a still more authoritarian
political system – ingeniously designated as “neoliberalism” –, that
Romania, this time together with the West, was expected to experience
in the nearest future.

7
As the various arguments developed by the critical culture can be
traced back to the overarching idea of “forms without substance”, so the
pro-establishment arguments of Lovinescu and Zeletin can be described
as deriving from the effort to reject this general idea. The intellectual
strategies they employed in order to accomplish this task were very
different, however. In the account of Zeletin, the error of the critical
culture lays at the deep level of the very description of the process of
modernization. The social critics of all persuasions are wrong in not being
able to distinguish the “substance” – that is, the capitalist economy of a
commercial, mercantilist type – that stood as the counterpart of
institutional innovation, although it is conspicuously displayed in open
light. In the account of Lovinescu, on the other hand, the critical culture
is right on its descriptive side, and only fails when moving to prescriptions.
The failure of the social critics comes from their refusal to accept the
inevitability of the evils they scorn. In other words, Lovinescu accepts
the diagnostic of “forms without substance” as valid, at the same time
arguing that, in countries like Romania, it could have not happened
otherwise, and everything is to the better. The imitation of the West is
the fate of all latecomers to modernization, and such imitation can only
be done by first adopting the western-type political, institutional and
ideological “superstructure”,57 in the absence of corresponding social
and economic foundations. Modernization necessarily proceeds, here,
“from upside down”, and it has to be implemented in the field of institutions
before taking roots at the deep levels of society. Certain distortions result
as unavoidably from this reversal of the developmental stages. In the
long run, however, al these unintended consequences of the process of
modernization-through-imitation would disappear, both the social base
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and the political superstructure coming to approximate those of the
western countries. Thus, while for Zeletin there is no such thing as a
special path of development for a backward country, Lovinescu holds
that Romanian development is indeed different from that of the West,
but nevertheless natural for any country outside the confines of the West.
Both arguments, however, amount to presenting the social phenomena
denunciated as abnormal by the critical culture as necessary evils that
arise on the path of westernization, and to understand westernization
itself as desirable, in the long run benefic, and ultimately both unavoidable
and irreversible.
No predecessor of Zeletin has been identified to the present. Otherwise,
the argument that Lovinescu employed when joining Zeletin’s struggle
against the “reactionary forces” did have an easily detectable pedigree.
It is most probable that the author who can be credited to have been the
first that responded to Maiorescu’s denunciation of the disjunction between
forms and substance with the argument that (legal and institutional) forms
could be expected to generate, in the predictable future, the corresponding
(cultural, social and economic) substance, was the philosopher and
historian Alexandru D. Xenopol. His reaction against the Junimist
modernizing skepticism was as rapid as it could have been. Already in
1868, immediately after reading, when studying in Germany – with a
scholarship paid by the Junimea cultural society –, Maiorescu’s “Against
the present direction of Romanian culture”, he sent a letter to Iacob
Negruzzi – one of the founders of the Junimea society and for many
years director of its journal, Literary Conversations –, in which he warned
against the mood of general skepticism that Maiorescu’s rhetoric was
likely to bring forth.58
Xenopol broadened his arguments, meant to dispel the feeling of
pessimism regarding Romania’s prospects of modernization that irresistibly
irradiated from Junimist criticism – and also to counteract the reactionary
implications that could have been drawn from Maiorescu’s otherwise
very moderate conservative rhetoric –, in a series of articles published in
1870-1877, under the general title “Studies on our present condition”.
Granting that institutional imports could be damaging, indeed, if unfitted
to the general social structure, he underlined the fact that there was no
reason whatsoever to question the applicability to the Romanian setting
of the most general principles of legislation and institutional organization
brought into being by western modernity. The only legitimate concern,
he said, was to carefully adjust those principles and institutional devices
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to the specific configuration of the society that adopted them, or in other
words to observe the difference between their basic structure – with
universal relevance – and the peculiar forms they had taken in their
place of origin. When contemplating the splendid functioning of the major
principles of governance in the advanced countries of Europe we have to
distinguish, thus, between their inner “core” and their outward “package”,
to reject the second and to adopt the first, and to enmesh this last one
into a new cover, fit for the new realities that the same principles are
now expected to address.59
Xenopol takes several steps further in approximating the general
position that most easily comes to mind when the name of Lovinescu is
invoked several years later, in his works with an economic content. Joining
the growing opposition – initiated by the economists Dionisie Pop-Marþian
and Petre S. Aurelian – against the free-trade ideas that had been
dominating in the country up to that time, Xenopol broadens his arguments
– to the extent that state intervention was required for the Romanian
infant industry to take off – into a more general statement related to the
precedence that political artifice unavoidably has, in a backward country,
on spontaneous social and economic processes.60
Another author who (implicitly) contributed to the unfolding of the
argument that imported forms can generate their corresponding substance
was the literary historian Pompiliu Eliade. In a doctoral dissertation
published at Paris in 1898, and dealing with the impact of French ideas
in the Romanian principalities, at the end of the eighteenth century and
the beginning of the nineteenth, this enthusiastic supporter of acculturation
went as far as to say that, when looking to the influence that the western
country exerted on the eastern one, what we can see is not the image of
a backward people in the process of being regenerated, through the
contact with a more developed civilization: in fact, French influence
meant the very birth of the Romanian people, for the first time molded
and disentangled now from the amorphous barbarity of the late Turkish
domination.61
In Lovinescu’s History of Modern Romanian Civilization, the argument
that imitative modernization is natural and legitimate is split up into
several theoretical statements that all lead to the same conclusion.62
According to the author’s own understanding, they should be seen as
historical “laws” with universal relevance. The relationship between these
laws and the historical narrative of the creation of modern Romania is
twofold. On the one hand, they are heuristic instruments with an
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explanative function: the story of Romanian’s encounter with western
modernity becomes intelligible, so Lovinescu thinks, only if approached
from the standpoint of these sociological generalizations. On the other
hand, the record of Romanian history is itself used in order to compile
empirical evidence supporting the same generalizations. The theoretical
statements are established through the parallel analysis of, and the
continuous comparison between, two series of historical developments:
first, the process of Romanian modernization, studied in detail; and second,
a kaleidoscopic collection of facts and phenomena, picked up – quite
randomly, one might add – from across the entire record of European and
world history. While Lovinescu moves back and forth between these two
areas of study throughout the entire work, the explorations into the
Romanian case are concentrated in the first volume – The Revolutionary
Forces – and the considerations of a more general character are largely
placed in the third one – The Laws of the Formation of Romanian
Civilization.
Although Lovinescu never makes an inventory of his “laws”, we can
easily identify four such general statements, which can be ordered in a
somewhat “logical” sequence and according to their level of generality.
The first of them concerns the principle of “synchronism”, or “imitation”,
or else “interdependency”. It says that nations and civilizations naturally
interact with each other, most often the less developed of them imitating
the one placed on a higher level on the developmental scale. This fact
should not be seen as an evil, Lovinescu thinks, but simply as the only
means for the improvement of societies. The second historical law says
that, when it occurs, imitation will proceed from upside down, starting
with the institutional forms and not with the social substance. The third
statement is related to the opposition between revolutionary and
evolutionary change. It says that, far from being inescapably calamitous
events, revolutionary episodes are natural occurrences in the history of
virtually all societies. Gradual transformations are not always possible,
and sometimes a violent break with the past – of which the sudden and
enthusiastic imitation of another civilization is an example – is beneficial.
Finally, the last theoretical statement says that ideological transfers from
one society to another take precedence, chronologically, on economic
influences, and have to be seen accordingly as the first and most important
of the mechanisms by which the synchronization of societies is
accomplished.
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As reconstructed in the framework of these laws, the history of the
creation of modern Romania appears as full of rationality. The social and
political arrangements of past and present Romania are legitimated as
embodying this rationality of the historical process, and the Liberal Party,
as the leading “revolutionary force”, is consecrated as the arm of historical
destiny. Lovinescu also employs his set of historical laws as a polemical
device. In the second volume of the book – The Reactionary Forces –,
and occasionally in other parts of it, the criticisms adduced against the
modernizing elite of the Liberals by the four ideological currents of
Junimism, nationalism, socialism and populism are taken one by one
and evaluated – and their claims of scientific social criticism are rejected
– in light of Lovinescu’s own conception of historical evolution. Responding
to the anti-establishment and “traditionalist” (or socialist) political writers
from a pro-Liberal standpoint, Lovinescu also sets himself against the
author who preceded him in offering a rationalization of the
Liberal-sponsored modernization and a systematic rejection of the
anti-Liberal arguments. The materialistic determinism of Zeletin is
condemned, not in the name of voluntarist principles or of “methodological
individualism”, but in order to be replaced by a “softer” determinism of
an “idealist” sort.
Unlike Zeletin, Lovinescu never argues that the liberal-democratic
order has run its course and has to be replaced by a new political system.
Still, his theoretical allegiance to the foundational principles of liberal
democracy never turns into a significant pleading for their more effective
institutionalization in the Romanian environment. Following Zeletin in
this respect, Lovinescu accepts the “oligarchic” politics of the Liberals
as a fact to be taken for granted,63 never taking pains to openly criticize
its most deplorable features. To the extends that they can be detected at
all in his writings, Lovinescu’s hopes for a broadening of the political
system and a restructuring of the social arrangements are placed in a
hardly foreseeable future, and never give rise to any open disagreements
with the establishment of the day. As Zeletin’s oligarchic apologetics,
Lovinescu’s strategy of muting his general political views for the sake of
defending the Romanian political elite emerges more clearly when he is
compared with some of his contemporary fellow-travelers of the
anti-traditionalist camp.
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8
As said above, as far as their sociological conceptions – related to the
desirability of western-type modernization – are concerned, the classical
modernists have most often been granted unqualified good assessments
in the scholarship of the field. The corresponding assessment of their
political stance has generally led, however, to two different and opposite
opinions. Indeed, in so far as it addresses the problem of the political
views that went together with the various conceptions about social
modernization and national development voiced in pre-communist
Romania, the existing literature has reached one of the following
conclusions: it either assimilated the modernist stance with a
liberal-democratic attitude – due to the fact that the classical modernists
spoke as defenders of the Liberal Party, as well as due to the common,
and to a large extent misleading, identification of the westernists of
non-western societies with the generic liberalism born in the West;64 or,
taking account of the avowed argumentation in favor of interventionist
and collectivist practices given by these authors, or else of the frailty of
their liberal-democratic advocacy, it concluded that no intellectual trend
resonating with the major concerns of post-communist democratization
can be found in the pre-communist cultural heritage of the country.65
Taking advantage of the identification of a formerly neglected
intellectual attitude, we can take a departure from these trends of
scholarship. As we already pointed out above, we think that the
pre-communist political authors who conjoined a modernist stance – in
much the same way as Lovinescu and Zeletin – and an adverse stance
towards the Liberal Party “oligarchy” – in much the same way as the
“critical culture” scorned by both Zeletin and Lovinescu, and sometimes
coming in its footsteps –, were driven by this fundamental intellectual
choice much closer than the “official” modernists to a significant pleading
for liberal-democratic values.
In a previous article, we considered at great length the figure of maybe
the most interesting of these political authors.66 The stream of articles
published, over four decades, by the intriguing journalist, literary critic
and former socialist militant H. Sanielevici display precisely that
combination of vocal disagreement with the anti-modern culture whose
efficient rejection was mainly responsible for the glory acquired by
Lovinescu and Zeletin, with a no less resolute and open disagreement –
advocated by plain references to the Junimist tradition of social thought
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– of oligarchic politics and interventionist economy. In the end, his social
analyses even enable Sanielevici to point precisely to the same Liberal
establishment as to the main source of cultural obscurantism and
ideological reaction. While not as ingenious a social thinker as Zeletin,
and neither such a powerful commentator of cultural phenomena and
intellectual trends like Lovinescu, Sanielevici emerges, at a closer
scrutiny, as a valuable representative of the critical culture’s sociology,
and as a political thinker that exemplify much better than any of the two
an engaged involvement with the extension of liberal and democratic
values.
In fact, the intellectual trend opposed to interventionist economy,
occasionally broadened towards the stance of political liberalism, was
not as feeble in pre-communist Romania as both a historiography indebted
to the ideas of economic nationalism and protectionism and the power of
the “Zeletinist” tradition 67 made us to think. Authors like Eugen
Demetrescu,68 George Strat,69 Gheorghe Taºcã70 or Anastasie Gusti71
are good cases in point, while the inexplicably forgotten ªtefan Antim
came closest to Sanielevici in offering an original interpretation of the
sociology of “forms” and “substance”, with the task of explaining the
nature of the Romanian ruling oligarchy.72 Other examples could follow.73
This liberal – and avowedly anti-Liberal – tradition of thinking will
not constitute the object of the remaining of this article. Instead, we
shall focus on an intellectual figure which, set in the same comparative
perspective with Lovinescu and Zeletin, appears as a better example of
open involvement with the ideals of social justice and democratic political
participation. This comparison will also enable us to take a look on a
topic that has featured heavily in recent Romanian cultural debates:
namely, the necessity to go back to the political wisdom of the “1848
generation”, eventually using the works of the inter-war modernists as a
way of access to this pre-Junimist period in the evolution of Romanian
culture.
Indeed, there has been a widespread tendency in Romanian scholarship
to depict interwar modernism as a resuscitation of the modernizing
optimism characteristic of the 1848 period, after several decades of growing
modernizing skepticism.74 As embodied in the works of Lovinescu and
Zeletin, this twentieth century mode of thinking is considered to exemplify
a kind of intellectual attitude that incorporates that “openness” towards
things modern and foreign characteristic of the pre-Junimist era, while
avoiding – due to the lessons of Junimist criticism – both patriotic
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exaggerations and political naiveté. Besides, Lovinescu and his disciples
are indicated as the legitimate heirs of both “fortyeightism” (in the political
field) and Junimism (in the artistic field): taking from the second the
doctrine of the “autonomy of art”, they dissociated it from any conservative
ideological leanings and infused it with the political values of liberalism
and democracy.75 Zeletin, on the other hand, appears as the thinker who
placed the modernist attitude of the “fortyeighters” on firmer intellectual
foundations, by adding to it the dimension of social and economic
analysis.
While it is true that, in Zeletin and Lovinescu, modernizing optimism
was only the reverse side of their attempt to offer final and systematic
refutations of the various expressions of post-1848 skepticism – of Junimist
progeny – regarding westernization, we shall argue that this mode of
thinking in favor of the adoption of the western model has to be seen as
a new departure in the intellectual history of Romania, rather than as a
reinforcement of the 1848 tradition. This should not be taken to mean,
however, that the last mentioned intellectual tradition was extinct in the
first half of the twentieth century. On the contrary, we aim to disclose an
intellectual attitude that can legitimately be characterized as a
continuation of it.
As a matter of fact, this second type of formulating a pro-western case
is present, to some extent, in the very body of Lovinescu’s History of
Modern Romanian Civilization. This book that has generally been seen
as offering a unitary and firmly consistent line of reasoning is actually
build around two different – and heterogeneous – kinds of argumentation.
Lovinescu’s main discourse, presented in brief above, is accompanied
by an underlying discourse, whose normative conclusions – the desirable
character of westernization – is similar, but whose basic principles and
intellectual premises are different.
According to the first discourse, the Romanians are likely to succeed
in integrating themselves into the western-type civilization because all
civilizations necessarily interact with each other, being continuously
molded by external influences. In other words, westernization is legitimate
because there are no such things as immutable national essences, mutually
irreconcilable to each other, which cannot be fused together into a
functional synthesis. According to the second discourse, the Romanians
are likely to adopt western civilization successfully precisely because
they are western by their innate essence. The Latin component of their
national identity – that Lovinescu, in a confusing way very characteristic
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to the times, often refers to as about their “racial characteristics”76 – is
the defining such building block of “Romaniannes”. Although defined by
reference to cultural facts, and not to ethnic or racial ones, Latinity is
presented thus, by, Lovinescu, more as an unchanging essence than as a
cultural texture likely to be remolded by historical processes of
acculturation. And it is precisely their defining Latin character that
somehow predetermines the Romanians for an unproblematic
westernization, had the “reactionary forces” not been unfortunately present
for hindering the inescapable process of historical change. Joining the
western civilization, Romanians are actually returning to where they
rightly belong, after a long historical period when nefarious – and
contingent – non-western influences prevented them from developing
their latent potentialities.77
The discovery of the West was thus, for the Romanians, the rediscovery
of their occidental brethrens. This way of looking to occidentalization
was certainly not peculiar to Lovinescu. It was only a common view that
rested – in the words of a foreign observer of Romania – on the idea that
Romanian society is essentially a part of Western society and […] is moving
along with it. This has been the position of those that have stressed Romania’s
Latinity and French connections, who like to regard Bucharest as the little
Paris of the Balkans, and Romanian civilization as the outpost of Western
culture against a Slavic and Barbaric East.78

At the time Lovinescu was writing, the general “autochtonist” twist of
Romanian nationalism – taking place around 1900 – had already
transformed such a view into a minority one. Several decades beforehand,
however, this vision had been dominant in Romanian culture. Before the
Junimists identified westernization as an intellectual challenge – and
before Xenopol, Lovinescu or Zeletin set out to offer their elaborate
responses to the Junimist objections against rapid westernization – a form
of spontaneous – and, by comparison to the later forms, mentioned above,
naïve – kind of westernist stance had been characteristic to the Romanian
educated strata. Before Maiorescu and his colleagues posed the question
of westernization in terms of the dichotomy between “forms” and
“substance”, the generation of the “fortyeighters” had anticipated an
answer to the puzzle of modernization thus formulated. This first Romanian
westernist discourse was nothing else than the emerging nationalist
ideology itself. The nationalist thinking of the first half of the nineteenth
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century rested on the view that the inner substance of the Romanian
national identity was itself of a western kind, and thus it was prone to
rapidly integrate into the expanding European civilization. The discovery
of the West was nothing else, according to this view, than a rediscovery
of the national essence.79
Moreover, far from being specific to the Romanians, this articulation
of ardent nationalism and acceptance of western influences was actually
a feature of virtually all the East European national ideologies, in the first
part of the nineteenth century. Throughout the region, the shaping of
national identities and the rise of nationalist ideologies went hand in
hand with admiration for the West, and with the eagerness to emulate
it.80 Comparison to the West, with the accompanying embarrassment,
was everywhere – and somewhat paradoxically – a component of the
new patriotic pride, and the inflation of this national pride was the reverse
side of the drive to westernization. The (real or imagined) “virtues” of
western civilization were taken as the privileged reference for any attempt
at understanding and further forging the national character. The same
was true for the historical explorations – accompanied by a great degree
of imagining – into the national past of each of the peoples from the
region. This one – together with the supposed national psyche that had
evolved from it – was scrutinized in the attempt at identifying, beyond
the recent centuries of degradation and beyond the present condition of
misery, those historical episodes and traits of character which could certify
that the people in question had sometime been – and in spite of the
appearances still was – the repository of the same kind of virtues as those
exhibited by the great peoples of the West. Recipes of national
regeneration were formulated accordingly, by the means of which those
virtues were to be re-enacted.
The Latin component of the Romanian identity was a privileged such
certificate of noblesse. While not employing the very terms of “form”
and “substance” explicitly, the authors of the first half of the nineteenth
century implicitly argued that the substance of the Romanian nation, as
Latin, was of the same essence as the forms of western civilization, and
as such the discovery of the West by the Romanians was only a rediscovery
of their inner self, for centuries hidden to themselves and to others by the
“forms” of an alien, Byzantine-Slavic-Oriental civilization. By imitating
“Europe”, the Romanians were not doing anything else than to let free
their own identity from the chains of accidental historical influences.
The Latinist ideology of the period was thus only the Romanian form of
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the incipient westernist discourse characteristic to the entire area. While
their neighbors had to search for such proofs of compatibility with the
West in the heroic record of national history, the Romanians – although
doing the same thing no less extensively – could invoke their very national
“essence” as the supreme argument.
This type of nationalist discourse, and the form of historical
consciousness that went together with it, entered into decline after the
1860s under the attack of Junimism.81 Later on, after 1900, this type of
pro-western nationalism was gradually replaced by a new variety of
nationalist discourse, that of autochtonism.82 The new brand of nationalism
was not arguing any more that the Romanians were worthy of being
rescued by the West from among their Slavic and Oriental neighbors. On
the contrary, it argued that they stood, either by themselves or together
with the other Orthodox peoples, as a self-contained civilization, whose
values could not and must not be compared to the western ones, and
certainly were not hierarchically inferior to them. However, after 1900,
the old, pro-western, nationalism still glimmers in the works of several
authors. Driven away from the field of historical studies and philology –
that had constituted their former privileged preserve – by the Junimists
and the new nationalist thinkers, it resurfaces, under the guise of another
discipline – social psychology – in the book On the Psychology of the
Romanian People, published in 1907 by the sociologist Dumitru
Drãghicescu.83
The best way to succinctly characterize Drãghicescu’s thinking on
the relationship between Romania and the West is as a sample of
pre-Junimist nationalist discourse that has survived the attacks of Junimist
criticism. Overall, the characterization of “a fortyeighter in the twentieth
century” best suites Drãghicescu, of all the interwar modernist writers,
precisely because, unlike the other authors of the period who looked at
the design of westernization with optimism, he is not much concerned to
set himself against the tradition inaugurated by Maiorescu. Most of the
time, Drãghicescu seems to ignore the “critical culture”, although he
appears to have been entirely conscious of it.84 In particular, Drãghicescu’s
understanding of the issue of national identity, as it related to the challenge
of modernization, is a reinforcement of the dominating nationalist
discourse of the 1848 period. It is an expression of the belief that
westernization should not be seen as a major problem, precisely because,
far from running counter to the deep characteristics of Romanian society,
it resonates with its inner life and its defining traits.
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As a work which sets the task of identifying the national psychology
of the Romanians, On the Psychology of the Romanian People seems to
belong together with the long series of attempts at formulating a
metaphysics of the Romanian nation in an autochtonist guise that the
Romanian culture has produced.85 Its general orientation is, however,
strikingly different. Drãghicescu’s approach to the subject as a social
psychologist involves a great deal of historical considerations, distilled
from the works of the classical Romanian historians A. D. Xenopol, N.
Iorga, I. Bogdan, and D. Onciul.86 In an age of scientism, Drãghicescu
likes to compare his investigations on the characteristics of a nation to
those of a chemist on the structure of a substance. Like the latter one, he
has to separate the basic, and indivisible, elements that entered into the
composition of the national substance. These are the defining traits of
the various national groups fused, along history, in the Romanian synthesis,
or influencing it from outside. Further, he has to establish the external
conditions in which the “chemical” reactions of national fusion took
place – that is, the influence of the historical environment on the process
of national elaboration, in its successive stages. Present collective
Romanian psychology will thus become intelligible as a combination of
primary elements under specific economic, social, and political
conditions.
The national substance has a hard core and several secondary additions.
The original nucleus of the Romanian mind is composed of two
components: the Dacian and the Latin, with the predominance of the
latter. All further additions in fact corrupted this original synthesis. The
predatory barbarians, the Slavs – whose imprint on the Romanian mind is
acknowledged as most profound of all –, the Turks, the Phanariot Greeks,
and even the Russians during their protectorate over the Romanian
principalities at the beginning of the nineteenth century, exerted on the
Romanians influences that went against their original frame of mind.
And an unlucky history acted in such a way as to make the Romanians
an easy pray for all such nefarious influences. While naturally inclined,
by virtue of their Latin ancestry, towards the West, they were gradually
dragged to the East by the successive waves of invaders, intruders, and
imperial rulers. When they were on the edge of having their (basically
western) identity fully dissolved in the Levantine melting pot, the West
unexpectedly intervened and put an end to this (seemingly unending)
process of decay. Under the influence of the West, that most
conspicuously manifested itself as a French influence, national
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regeneration started, and it is still underway in Drãghicescu’s time.
Romanian psychology still bears the scars of the unhappy past, and it is
not even by far fully configured. Several decades of western influence
stopped the degradation of the national substance but could not decide
yet its future positive evolution.
Which way will it evolve? At a time when the main nationalist leaders
had already engaged on the campaign for making the Romanians truer to
their own nature, irreducible to any set of values valid for all mankind,
Drãghicescu still thinks that only by looking to the achievements of the
great nations of the West one can learn the principles of a fertile national
pedagogy. Even among these ones, only few have acquired a clear-cut
collective psychological profile. And of these last, only one can actually
be taken as a model. There is nothing comparable, for Drãghicescu, with
the harmonious national features of the French, except, perhaps, those of
the ancient Romans. The old Latinism is replaced, in Drãghicescu’s work,
with a no less enthusiastic Francophilia that looks striking if related to
the dominant pro-German cultural orientation of the period.
At the time he published this book Dumitru Drãghicescu was already
– and unlike Lovinescu and Zeletin – a member of the Liberal Party, and
he was to remain a lifelong admirer and fellow-traveler of it. Moreover,
after arguing his pro-western case in 1907, Drãghicescu was to come
back for a while in the stream of public debate, this time with writings
that contain his pro-Liberal case. However, Drãghicescu’s Liberal Party
apologetics – contained in the two volumes The Evolution of Liberal
Ideas (1921) and Political Parties and Social Classes (1922)87 – is of a
very different nature than the one offered by Lovinescu and Zeletin.
Indeed, as his westernist rhetoric is echoing the national discourse of the
“fortyeighters”, so his political stance is strikingly reminiscent of their
corresponding ideas. The political conceptions of Drãghicescu display
the same combination of democratic radicalism, confused liberalism,
utopian socialism and vague humanitarianism characteristic of the 1848
period.88 In such quality, they have very little in common with the actual
policies of the Romanian Liberals. Drãghicescu celebrates the Liberal
Party as the artisan of modern Romania and as the inspirer of all generous
political projects, culminating with the introduction of universal suffrage
and the agrarian reform. Nevertheless, he presents a glorious brief history
of the party only to remind his readers that, “after the death of the
enthusiastic liberals of 1848 […] the leaders of the Liberal Party” have
generally been “lacking of the sacred flame of generous liberal ideals”.
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By contrast to the great ancestors, “they were moderate persons, essentially
bourgeois, for whom the conservative opposition and the resistance met
from above” (that is, from the part of the Crown) were “reasons enough to
determine them not to tackle, for a long period, the problem of land
distribution”.89 What was true for the persistent reluctance of the Liberals
to tackle the intricate agrarian issue was also true for many other aspects
of their policies. Accordingly, the party has to be rejuvenated, by a
re-infusion with the half-forgotten political temper of the 1848 generation:
It is obvious that the Liberal Party needs now an ideal akin, indeed similar
to that prevailing in 1848. If we want this party to have a future and to score
achievements of the same rank as it did in the past, we must find a new
political creed, an ideal suited to our age and aspirations, in the same way
as the idea of liberty responded to the expectations of the oppressed masses
in 1848.90

The new political creed that Drãghicescu offers to the Liberal leaders
as constituting both the key to future success and the link to the glorious
predecessors is based on a very broad idea of social justice. According to
Drãghicescu, “in relation to the no less fundamental principle of liberty,
[…] the principle of social justice appears as a logical corrective”.91 As
such, it should not be seen as merely a second-rank element of liberal
democracy, but as one of its central pillars. This is so because
social justice or equity is virtually identical with democracy. […] Saying
that mankind evolves towards democratization, and saying that it evolves
towards the fulfillment of the principle of social justice, is to say one and
the same thing in two different ways.92

All efforts must be made, Drãghicescu maintains, for expanding the
welfare policies and for associating the workers unions in the affairs of
government. In order to face these new tasks, the ideological outlook of
the Liberal Party has to be dramatically updated: “What brought forth the
glory and the power of the Liberals in the past was the fact that they were
a vanguard party; and the party will not succeed in preserving the same
leading position if it becomes a rearguard one.”93 In more precise terms,
the
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Liberal Party cannot afford to remain simply liberal. The notion of liberty
has to be adjusted according to the notion of justice. […] The bourgeois
regime is everywhere being transformed into a democratic-social regime.
The future belongs neither to bourgeois liberalism, nor to the
social-democratic utopia, but to a kind of social liberalism, in which the
bourgeoisie will associate with the industrial proletariat, for acquiring both
the political and the economic leadership of the state […]. In accordance
with an inexorable social evolution, the Liberal Party has to transform itself
into a practical socialist party, that is, a liberal-socialist one, something of
the kind of radical or radical-socialist or social-reformist parties in the West
nowadays.94

The last sentences sound confusing. As Sanielevici’s literary tastes,
Drãghicescu’s political constructs do no stand the test of time – and were
certainly not brilliant even by the standards of his own time and place.
And as the former one’s enthusiastic pleading for free-trade economics
must be evaluated against the circumstances of the time, so the latter’s
bizarre proposals for social reform and democratization must be
appreciated by reference to the general ideological confusion of the age.
It may happen that neither Manchesterian economics nor welfare policies
– even better conceived than in Drãghicescu’s political manifestoes –
were easily at the hand of Romania’s interwar political establishment.
Figures like Sanielevici and Drãghicescu remind us, however, of the
need to preserve a principled allegiance to the values of individual
freedom and participatory democracy even under the terrible pressures
of peripheral modernization. While some of their ideas sound naïve, and
certainly so by comparison to the impressive intellectual edifices erected
by the great masters of interwar modernism in defense of the rich and
powerful of the day, they enable us to take an important insight into the
cultural heritage of a country strained between the demands of successful
integration with the global modern economy and its corresponding type
of civilization, and the demand of complying with basic principles of
political morality and public behavior. Under the guise of a vigorous and
appealing optimistic belief in the chances of adopting the model proposed
by the western modernity, Eugen Lovinescu and ªtefan Zeletin have
induced us, for a long time, into subscribing to false sociologies of
modernization and to wrong assessments of the historical forces at work
on the course of Romanian social transformations. Moreover, by
convincing us to read Romanian cultural history through their own eyes,
as it has too often been done, they blocked our access to any intellectual
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attitude that could not be ascribed a role on their seductive historical
pictures. From behind the canvases on which Lovinescu and Zeletin
painted their allegories of progress under the rule of an iron handed
political elite, the “anti-oligarchic modernists” of pre-communist Romania
can still convey a penetrating message that resonates with our belief that
freedom and justice can be defended even against the urgency of catching
up with a world historical stream which is ever deepening its terrifying
speed.95
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